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Abstract. Despite extensive empirical research and previous reviews, no clear patterns
regarding the effects of habitat loss and fragmentation on predator–prey interactions have
emerged. We suggest that this is because empirical researchers do not design their studies to
test speciﬁc hypotheses arising from the theoretical literature. In fact, theoretical work is
almost completely ignored by empirical researchers, perhaps because it may be inaccessible to
them. The purpose of this paper is to review theoretical work on the effects of habitat loss and
fragmentation on predator–prey interactions. We provide a summary of clear, testable
theoretical predictions for empirical researchers. To test one or more of these predictions, an
empiricist will need certain information on the predator and prey species of interest. This
includes: (1) whether the predator is a specialist on one prey species or feeds on many kinds of
prey (omnivore and generalist); (2) whether the predator is restricted to the same habitat type
as the focal prey (specialist), can use a variety of habitats but has higher survival in the prey
habitat (omnivore), or lives primarily outside of the focal prey’s habitat (generalist); (3)
whether prey-only patches have lower prey extinction rates than predator–prey patches; and
(4) whether the prey emigrate at higher rates from predator–prey patches than from prey-only
patches. Empiricists also need to be clear on whether they are testing a prediction about
habitat loss or habitat fragmentation and need to conduct empirical studies at spatial scales
appropriate for testing the theoretical prediction(s). We suggest that appropriate use of the
theoretical predictions in future empirical research will resolve the apparent inconsistencies in
the empirical literature on this topic.
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INTRODUCTION
Increasing intensity of land use by humans has led to
the loss and fragmentation of natural habitats. The
impact of these changes on the abundance and
persistence of single species, and also on species
diversity, has received considerable attention (reviewed
in Fahrig 2003). Single-species models typically predict
negative effects of habitat loss and fragmentation on the
abundance or persistence of populations. However,
habitat loss and fragmentation also may alter interactions among species (Didham et al. 1996), such as
among predators and their prey, resulting in effects that
are not predicted from single-species models.
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Based on a search of Biological Abstracts up to May
2005, using key words such as predator, prey, landscape,
and habitat, as well as loss, destruction, fragmentation,
or isolation, we found .1300 empirical papers with
results on some aspect of how predator–prey interactions are affected by habitat loss. However, reviews of
this empirical research reveal no clear patterns or
conclusions. For example, Chalfoun et al. (2002) report
that while most studies (57%) ﬁnd no effect of patch size
on predator abundance, 26% ﬁnd increased abundance
in smaller patches and 17% report the opposite. In
addition, while one review reports strong edge effects on
predation levels (Paton 1994), two others ﬁnd that more
than half of the studies report no signiﬁcant edge effect
on levels of nest predation (Lahti 2001, Chalfoun et al.
2002). To date, it would appear that no clear conclusions
are possible.
Despite the interest and the volume of papers
published on this research topic, it does not seem to be
advancing. We suggest that an examination of the
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TABLE 1. Summary of assumptions regarding biology of predators in theoretical papers.
Predator
type

No.
studies

Feeding
strategy

Habitat use/restrictions

Effect of prey on
predator populations

Effect of predators
on prey populations

Specialist

7

one prey
species

restricted to same habitat
as prey species

predator abundance strongly
related to prey abundance

can increase or decrease
prey extinction risk

Omnivorous

3

many prey
species

‘‘matrix-tolerant’’:
can persist in non-prey
habitat (matrix), but with
higher mortality rates
than in prey habitat

predator abundance partially
related to prey abundance

increase prey extinction risk

Generalist

7

many prey
species

‘‘matrix-based’’: live primarily
in matrix but can also occur
in prey habitat

predator abundance not
limited or regulated
by prey abundance

increase prey extinction risk

Note: Some studies included separate models examining different predator types; thus the total number of studies listed is greater
than the 12 papers reported in the review.

Assumptions regarding predator biology
Theoretical studies differ in their assumptions regarding the predator’s feeding strategy and use of habitat,
and the impact of predators on prey populations. First,
predators may be either specialists or generalists in
regard to the number of prey species that they use
(Table 1). Whereas specialist predators are assumed to
feed only on one prey species (Bascompte and Solé
1998, Nakagiri et al. 2001, Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash
and de Roos 2002, Kondoh 2003, Nakagiri and Tainaka
2004), omnivorous or generalist predators are assumed

to feed and persist on a variety of prey species (Swihart
et al. 2001, Melian and Bascompte 2002). Survival rates
of omnivores in the face of loss or fragmentation of the
preferred prey’s habitat are assumed to depend on the
degree of polyphagy and on the quality of the alternate
prey (Swihart et al. 2001). Generalist predators, in
contrast, are assumed to obtain most of their required
resources from sources other than the focal prey species
(Laurance and Yensen 1991, Cantrell et al. 2001, 2002,
Swihart et al. 2001), feeding only opportunistically on
the focal prey species that is experiencing habitat loss
and/or fragmentation.
Use of habitat also differs signiﬁcantly among the
different modeled predator types (Table 1). Specialist
predators are assumed to be restricted to the same
habitat as are their prey; loss of prey habitat is,
therefore, also loss of predator habitat (Bascompte
and Solé 1998, Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash and de Roos
2002). In some models, specialist predators are assumed
to be able to temporarily survive in patches without
prey, but ultimately go extinct without an inﬂux of prey
(Nakagiri et al. 2001, Kondoh 2003, Nakagiri and
Tainaka 2004). Omnivorous predators are assumed to
be capable of persisting in habitats not used by the focal
prey species (the matrix), but with elevated mortality
rates in the matrix; omnivorous predators are therefore
‘‘matrix tolerant’’ (Swihart et al. 2001). Generalist
predators, in contrast, are assumed to live primarily in
the matrix, but readily intrude into the habitat of the
prey species in question; generalist predators are therefore ‘‘matrix based’’ (Laurance and Yensen 1991,
Cantrell et al. 2001, 2002, Schneider 2001, Swihart et
al. 2001).
The simulated predators differ in their impacts on
prey population dynamics. Depending on the model,
specialist predators are assumed either to increase the
rate of extinction in predator–prey patches (Bascompte
and Solé 1998, Nakagiri et al. 2001, Swihart et al. 2001,
Melian and Bascompte 2002, Kondoh 2003, Nakagiri
and Tainaka 2004) or, alternatively, to reduce the
extinction rate of prey by slowing the rate of exploitation of patch resources by prey (Prakash and de Roos
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relevant theory on predator–prey interactions might
provide needed clarity. There are several theoretical
models that explicitly examine predator–prey interactions following habitat loss and fragmentation (e.g., Nee
et al. 1997, Bascompte and Solé 1998, Rushton et al.
2000, Nakagiri et al. 2001, Schneider 2001, Swihart et al.
2001, Prakash and de Roos 2002, Kondoh 2003,
Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). Unfortunately, this theoretical work is not being incorporated into the empirical
research. Either empirical researchers are not aware that
these models and their predictions exist, or the
theoretical work is presented in a way that makes it
seem irrelevant or inaccessible. Consideration of the
predictions of these predator–prey models in empirical
research could greatly clarify the often-conﬂicting body
of empirical research on this topic.
Our purpose is to review the theoretical literature on
how predator–prey interactions are inﬂuenced by
habitat loss and fragmentation. We ﬁrst review theoretical models of the effects of prey habitat loss on
predator–prey interactions, followed by models of the
effects of prey habitat fragmentation per se (the breaking apart of a constant amount of habitat; i.e.,
fragmentation without loss of habitat). Our intention
is to organize and clarify theoretical assumptions and
their predictions, making them more accessible to
empirical researchers. We hope that this will facilitate
empirical researchers directly testing theoretical predictions, which should lead to the emergence of more
conclusive patterns.
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TABLE 2. Summary of predictions and assumptions of theoretical research into effects of prey habitat loss and fragmentation on
predator prey interactions.
No. studies

Predictions

Important assumptions leading to the predictions

Habitat loss
6
Abundance of specialist predators is more negatively
affected by habitat loss than is abundance of
their prey.
5
Prey populations can increase with habitat loss due to
reduction in specialist predator populations.

3
3
1

Omnivorous (matrix-tolerant) predators are less
negatively affected by habitat loss than are
specialist predators.
Incursions by generalist (matrix-based) predators reduce
core area and increase critical patch size for prey.
Generalist predators have a higher negative impact on
prey population with increasing prey habitat loss.
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Habitat fragmentation
5
Prey habitat fragmentation has negative effects on
specialist predator populations, which increases
persistence of both predator and prey populations.
2

Prey habitat fragmentation has negative effects on
specialist predator populations, which decreases
persistence of both predator and prey populations.

6

Prey habitat fragmentation results in increased
predation by generalist predators, leading to
increased prey extinction rates.

Specialist predators have strong top-down influence on
prey populations and are limited to the same habitat
as the prey.
Cost of predation exceeds cost of habitat loss on prey
populations; prey have higher dispersal rates out of
predator prey patches than prey-only patches;
resource exploitation by prey is slower in predator–
prey patches than in prey-only patches.
Omnivores can survive in patches without the focal prey
species, although with elevated mortality rates.
Generalist predators are not limited by prey populations;
generalist predators thrive in the matrix.
Generalist predators are not limited by prey populations.

Predator and prey disperse to nearest neighbors; prey
have higher dispersal rates out of predator–prey
patches than prey-only patches; extinction rates of
both predators and prey in predator–prey patches are
lower than that in prey-only patches.
Prey have lower dispersal capabilities than predators;
extinction rates of both predators and prey in
predator–prey patches are higher than in prey-only
patches.
Generalist predators invade prey patches from matrix
habitat through edges; predators cause significant
mortality on prey populations.

Note: Some studies included separate models examining loss and fragmentation; thus the total number of studies listed is greater
than the 12 papers reported in the review.

2002). Specialists are themselves assumed to be limited
or regulated by the abundance of their prey populations
(Bascompte and Solé 1998, Nakagiri et al. 2001, Swihart
et al. 2001, Prakash and de Roos 2002). Matrix-tolerant
omnivorous predators are assumed to increase the rate
of prey extinction in predator–prey patches (Swihart et
al. 2001, Melian and Bascompte 2002). Finally, matrixbased generalist predator populations are assumed to be
completely independent of the prey species experiencing
habitat loss, but they cause considerable mortality on
those prey populations, and thereby increase their
extinction rate (Laurance and Yensen 1991, Cantrell et
al. 2001, 2002, Schneider 2001, Swihart et al. 2001).
These assumptions regarding habitat and prey requirements and local predator–prey dynamics are critical in
determining the theoretical predictions.
Effects of predator biology on predicted effects
of habitat loss on predator–prey interactions
The predicted impact of habitat loss on predator–prey
interactions differs depending on the type of simulated
predator (Table 2). Models predict that specialist
predators are negatively affected by habitat loss to a
greater degree than their prey (Fig. 1a) (Bascompte and
Solé 1998, Nakagiri et al. 2001, Swihart et al. 2001,
Melian and Bascompte 2002, Kondoh 2003, Nakagiri
and Tainaka 2004). This results in lower predicted

specialist predator abundance or patch occupancy with
loss of prey habitat (which is also predator habitat for
specialist predators). Omnivores are predicted to be less
vulnerable to prey habitat loss than are specialist
predators, but are still more vulnerable to habitat loss
than their prey (Swihart et al. 2001, Melian and
Bascompte 2002) (Fig. 1b: omnivore). In contrast,
generalist predators, living primarily in the matrix, are
predicted to beneﬁt from prey habitat loss if the habitat
that replaces it provides the generalist predators with
additional resources (Fig. 1b: generalist) (Swihart et al.
2001). Therefore, the different feeding strategies completely alter the impact of loss of prey habitat on
predator–prey interactions.
Models also predict that the impact of prey habitat
loss on prey populations can be mitigated by reductions
in their associated specialist predator populations.
Speciﬁcally, some specialist predator–prey models predict that prey populations actually increase in abundance, occupancy of patches, or persistence following
low-to-moderate levels of habitat loss (Table 2, Fig. 1a:
prey2) (see Bascompte and Solé 1998, Nakagiri et al.
2001, Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash and de Roos 2002,
Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). In these ﬁve studies, prey
abundance or density of sites occupied are reported as a
fraction of the total original number of habitat patches
available (with the exception of Bascompte and Solé
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[1998: Fig. 7b], which depicts the fraction occupied with
respect to the number available, i.e., non-destroyed).
The theoretical models suggest that the cost of habitat
loss to the prey can be compensated for by the reduction
in predation (Bascompte and Solé 1998). This can occur
if: (1) the dispersal rate of prey out of predator–prey
patches is higher than from prey-only patches, increasing the rate at which prey-only patches are created; or
(2) the extinction rate of prey in predator–prey patches is
lower than in prey-only patches (Prakash and de Roos
2002). This represents a situation in which prey resource
use is slower when predators are present, thus reducing
overexploitation of resources by prey that could
subsequently lead to prey patch extinction. Therefore,
although predators cause prey mortality, this cost can be

offset by the beneﬁcial side effects of predators on prey
populations that are experiencing habitat loss. However,
once the predators become extinct due to prey habitat
loss, the prey populations are predicted to rapidly
decline with further habitat loss (Bascompte and Solé
1998, Nakagiri et al. 2001, Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash
and de Roos 2002, Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). The
potential increase in prey populations with low-tomoderate habitat loss is completely overlooked in a
single-species model of the prey species, and has not
been considered in empirical research. Interestingly, this
prediction also suggests a threshold beyond which prey
populations are predicted to decline rapidly after
previously being abundant.
The importance of species interactions is highlighted
in another model with three trophic levels (prey,
predator, and a top predator). In this model, the top
predator always declines with loss of prey habitat
(Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). Initially this can lead to
an increase in the intermediate predator, resulting in a
subsequent decline in prey populations. However, once
the top predator goes extinct, the model shifts to the
two-species interaction state, with a decline in the
remaining predator population. At this point, the prey
species is predicted to again possibly increase with loss
of habitat before ultimately declining at high levels of
habitat destruction (Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004).
Results of this model again suggest that when extinction
of one species occurs (i.e., the top predator), the effect of
subsequent habitat loss on surviving species can change
completely.
Mortality caused by generalist predators, in contrast,
is always predicted to exacerbate the negative effects of
prey habitat loss on prey populations. Incursion by
matrix-based generalist predators into prey patches is
predicted to increase the critical patch size below which
prey cannot persist (Laurance and Yensen 1991,
Cantrell et al. 2001, 2002). Models also predict that
generalist predators will cause prey to occupy a lower
percentage of patches or to have a higher risk of
extinction than in the absence of predation (Fig. 1b:
generalist and prey) (Rushton et al. 2000, Schneider
2001, Swihart et al. 2001). Therefore, the predicted
effects of prey habitat loss on the prey vary markedly,
depending on which type of predator they are interacting with and on the degree of habitat loss.
Effects of predator biology on predicted effects of habitat
fragmentation per se on predator–prey interactions
Effects of fragmentation per se of prey habitat are
modeled by comparing predictions from a nonspatial
mean ﬁeld model to those from an equivalent spatially
explicit model with the same amount of prey habitat
available (Bascompte and Solé 1998, Schneider 2001,
Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash and de Roos 2002, Kondoh
2003, Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). Mean ﬁeld models
provide no spatial context for habitat or predator or
prey populations and assume that complete mixing of
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FIG. 1. (a) Predicted effect of increasing prey habitat loss on
predator or prey populations for specialist predators and two
alternative outcomes for prey populations: simple decline with
habitat loss for prey 1 (Bascompte and Solé 1998, Melian and
Bascompte 2002, Kondoh 2003, Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004),
or initial increase in prey abundance due to declining predator
populations for prey 2 (Bascompte and Solé 1998, Nakagiri et
al. 2001, Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash and de Roos 2002,
Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). (b) Predicted effect of increasing
prey habitat loss on predator or prey populations for omnivore
predators able to use alternate prey but with elevated mortality
rates (Swihart et al. 2001, Melian and Bascompte 2002) or those
generalist predators preferring the matrix, with populations
independent of the focal prey population (Rushton et al. 2000,
Schneider 2001, Swihart et al. 2001). In (b), prey 1 illustrates the
effect of an omnivore on prey populations, whereas prey 2
illustrates the greater decline in prey populations associated
with generalist predators.
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dispersing individuals occurs at each time step. In
contrast, spatially explicit models use a grid system of
cells, provide a spatial context for habitat patches, and
limit dispersal to neighboring cells. In these spatially
explicit models, when habitat is removed it is broken
into smaller, more isolated patches; therefore, both
habitat loss and fragmentation occur simultaneously.
Models of effects of fragmentation per se of prey
habitat generate predictions paralleling those of the
habitat loss models. Habitat fragmentation per se is
predicted to have a negative effect on specialist predator
populations (Table 2), and a reduction in specialist
predators typically leads to increased equilibrium
densities or persistence of prey (Bascompte and Solé
1998, Schneider 2001, Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash and
de Roos 2002, Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004). In some
studies, specialist predator–prey systems are predicted to
persist down to lower amounts of habitat, in the
spatially explicit model simulating fragmentation per
se (Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash and de Roos 2002), than
in the corresponding mean ﬁeld model simulating
habitat loss only. However, other models predict
decreased persistence of specialist predator–prey systems
(Nakagiri et al. 2001) or decreased persistence of
specialist predators (Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004) when
simulating fragmentation per se vs. habitat loss. In a
tritrophic model, fragmentation per se generally decreased the food chain length, and persistence of the
system depended on relative colonization rates of the
predator and prey (Kondoh 2003). Thus, models predict
varying effects of fragmentation per se on specialist
predator–prey interactions, depending on their speciﬁc
assumptions.
Certain assumptions affect the predicted effect of
fragmentation per se on specialist predator–prey systems.
Increased persistence with fragmentation is predicted
when: (1) prey are assumed to be more mobile than their
specialist predators (Schneider 2001); (2) local dispersal
creates aggregations of patches of predators and prey; (3)
prey have higher emigration rates from predator–prey
patches due to the presence of the specialist predators,
which results in increased rates of colonization of new
patches by prey; and (4) prey in specialist predator–prey
patches are assumed to have lower extinction rates than
prey in prey-only patches (Swihart et al. 2001, Prakash
and de Roos 2002). The last would be expected if
predation were to reduce the rate of exploitation of prey
resources by keeping the prey population lower. In
another model, however, increased persistence with
habitat fragmentation is predicted when prey have lower
colonization rates than their predators; this occurs
because prey are assumed to otherwise cause complete
extinction of their plant resources in predator-free
patches (Kondoh 2003). Decreased persistence of specialist predator–prey systems with habitat fragmentation is
predicted if: (1) prey are assumed to be more restricted in
their movement than their predators (Nakagiri et al.
2001, Nakagiri and Tainaka 2004); and (2) specialist
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predators increase extinction rates of prey in predator–
prey patches (Nakagiri et al. 2001, Nakagiri and Tainaka
2004). Alternatively, decreased persistence of a tritrophic
system, particularly at low levels of fragmentation, is
predicted if prey have higher colonization rates than their
predators (Kondoh 2003), again because prey are
assumed to cause the extinction of their plant resources,
thus exacerbating the effects of habitat loss and
fragmentation. Therefore, assumptions regarding dispersal tendencies and abilities, the impact of prey on their
resources, and the impact of predation on prey populations strongly affect predictions regarding the effect of
habitat fragmentation per se on predator–prey systems.
For generalist predators living in the matrix, fragmentation per se of prey habitat is predicted to have a
positive effect on the generalist predator populations
and a negative effect on prey populations because of the
increased predation pressure (Table 2). This occurs
because there is an increasing amount of edge habitat
per unit area of prey habitat and, subsequently, an
increased incursion of generalist predators into prey
habitat (Schneider 2001). Therefore, models predict
different effects of prey habitat fragmentation on
specialist vs. generalist predator populations, paralleling
the predictions for habitat loss.
DISCUSSION
Our review demonstrates that the theoretical predictions regarding predator–prey interactions and habitat
loss and fragmentation are actually quite clear and
straightforward. However, this body of theoretical work
is almost completely ignored by empirical researchers.
Of the more than 1300 empirical papers on this topic,
only 4.4% are listed in CrossRef, ScienceDirect as citing
just three of the theoretical models: Laurance and
Yensen (1991), Rushton et al. (2000), and Schneider
(2001). However, closer examination of the abstracts of
these 58 papers determined that only seven (0.5%) were
actually relevant to predator–prey interactions and
habitat loss or fragmentation. As well, these papers
referred only to generalist predators and their interactions with prey. Otherwise, citations of these theoretical papers are restricted to other theoretical work. This
topic could be greatly advanced if these theoretical
predictions and their assumptions were considered and
incorporated into empirical research.
Our review of the theoretical models evaluating the
effects of habitat loss and fragmentation on predator–
prey interactions highlights the importance of (1) the
feeding habit of the predator in question (i.e., whether
specialist, omnivore, or generalist) and (2) whether the
matrix supports or does not support predator populations. We conclude that the biggest factor that prevents
clear patterns from emerging from empirical research is
the typically inadequate information provided on feeding
and habitat requirements of the focal predator species.
Separating predators by key features of their biology,
particularly feeding strategy and habitat use, would
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initial reductions in habitat due to a reduction in
associated specialist-predator populations. If the prey
species in question is a potential pest, then increases in
its populations could lead to outbreaks, possibly with
important management implications. However, the
models also predict that, once predators become extinct,
prey populations decline precipitously with habitat loss.
If the focal prey species is an endangered or threatened
species, then conservation research must not ignore this
prediction. Although ﬁeld surveys may suggest that
populations of a given species are thriving despite some
loss of habitat, further loss may be beyond the threshold
for persistence of both the predator and prey species.
This could lead to sudden and drastic declines in
populations of the endangered species. This nonlinear
response of prey populations to habitat loss due to
altered predator–prey interactions is a key theoretical
prediction that needs to be tested empirically.
Theoretical models suggest that local predator–prey
dynamics within prey patches can affect the landscapescale effects of prey habitat loss and fragmentation on
predator–prey systems. Two local conditions are particularly important: (1) when the prey extinction rate is
lower in predator–prey patches than in prey-only patches,
and (2) when the prey dispersal rate is higher from
predator–prey patches than from prey-only patches.
These conditions can lead to the somewhat counterintuitive prediction that prey habitat loss can lead to an
increase in prey population abundance and persistence.
These predictions do not occur in simple single-species
models or in multispecies models where predators have
no effect on prey population dynamics (e.g., one set of
model conditions in Bascompte and Solé [1998], Nee et al.
[1997]). On occasion, these two conditions have been
demonstrated empirically, i.e., delayed overexploitation
of prey resource patches in the presence of predators
rather than in their absence (Pels and Sabelis 1999, van
der Meijden and van der Veen-van Wijk 1997), and higher
emigration from predator–prey patches than from preyonly patches (Bernstein 1984), but never in the context of
changes in predator and prey populations following prey
habitat loss and/or fragmentation.
Finally, examination of some empirical studies reveals
effects that have not been incorporated in the theoretical
models. For example, Cronin (2003a) reports that
densities of specialist parasitoids actually increase with
patch isolation (a measure of habitat loss at the
landscape scale) because parasitoids are thought to be
reluctant to leave such patches. In other studies,
parasitoids have signiﬁcantly increased oviposition rates
(Cronin and Strong 1999, Cronin 2003b) or higher
parasitism rates (Doak 2000) in isolated habitat patches.
Such enhanced reproductive output may mitigate the
effects of reduced colonization of patches by predators
following habitat loss. Therefore, even though these
parasitoids would be classiﬁed as ‘‘specialists,’’ and are
predicted to decline with habitat loss, their altered
reproductive patterns would not ﬁt this prediction. Such
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prove more useful than categorizing them by size or
taxon (i.e., Crooks and Soulé 1999, Chalfoun et al. 2002,
Crooks 2002) and would enable researchers to more
clearly test the predictions of the theoretical models.
In addition to the ideas reviewed here, there are
several other concepts in the predator–prey literature
that could interact with the effects of habitat loss and
fragmentation on predator–prey relationships. For
example, the relative importance of top-down vs.
bottom-up regulation (Hunter and Price 1992, Hunter
et al. 1997, Leibold et al. 1997) and the occurrence and
stability of predator–prey cycles (Hilborn 1975, Hastings
1977, 1978, Kareiva 1987, Hassell 2000, Bonsall et al.
2002) might be inﬂuenced by habitat loss or fragmentation. Habitat loss and/or fragmentation could also
inﬂuence the occurrence of apparent competition (Holt
1977, 1984, Comins and Hassell 1996, Abrams et al.
1998, Namba et al. 1999, Bonsall and Hassell 2000, King
and Hastings 2003) or the persistence or inﬂuence of
keystone predators (Mills et al. 1993, Menge et al. 1994,
Leibold 1996). Although some of this research examines
the effects of spatial heterogeneity or metapopulation
structure on predator–prey interactions, none explicitly
models the issue of habitat loss and fragmentation per
se. Such studies are therefore beyond the scope of this
review, but are areas for future theoretical investigation.
It was not our intention to review the empirical
research. However, we must mention we encountered a
widespread problem in the literature: the preponderance
of empirical studies conducted at the patch scale. This is
in contrast with the majority of theoretical models that
are conducted at the landscape scale, appropriate to the
processes of habitat loss and fragmentation. This overemphasis on the smaller spatial scale in empirical work
may obscure important effects. For example, documentation of ‘‘edge effects’’ on predator–prey systems is
common in the empirical literature (reviewed by Paton
1994, Lahti 2001, Chalfoun et al. 2002). However, when
viewed in the context of the theoretical literature
examined here, it seems likely that species interactions
are altered not due to the edge per se, but rather to
changes in the amount and type of habitat at the
landscape scale. This is supported by reviews suggesting
that edge effects often occur only when high amounts of
habitat are lost (Lahti 2001) or when loss of prey habitat
is associated with increases in generalist-predator habitat, e.g., open or agricultural habitat (Andrén 1995).
Both of these situations allow matrix-based generalistpredator populations to build up to high levels and cause
increased rates of predation on prey species restricted to
habitat patches (e.g., forest remnants). Only empirical
research conducted at the appropriate landscape scale
will accurately characterize the response of predators to
habitat loss and fragmentation.
Of particular importance is the prediction that the
impact of habitat loss on prey populations can depend
on the level of habitat loss that has already occurred.
Theoretical models predict that prey could increase with
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behavioral or physiological responses are not currently
features of theoretical models, and should be incorporated into further theoretical work.
To summarize, the following questions should be
addressed by empirical researchers attempting to determine what theoretical predictions are appropriate for
their system: (1) What is the feeding strategy of the focal
predator? Is the predator most likely a specialist on one
prey species, or does it feed on many kinds of prey? (2)
What habitats are used by the predator? Is it restricted
to one habitat type along with its prey (specialist)? Can
it use a variety of different habitats, but with higher
survival in the habitat of the focal prey species
(omnivore)? Does the predator live primarily outside
of the focal prey’s habitat (generalist)? (3) Is habitat loss
or habitat fragmentation per se being examined? (4)
What is the appropriate spatial scale of examination?
Effects of habitat loss and fragmentation per se are
modeled, and should be tested, at the landscape scale.
What area of habitat would inﬂuence the focal predator
(and prey) species during their life cycle? (5) Do prey
exploit their resources more slowly in predator–prey
patches than in prey-only patches? (6) Do prey emigrate
at higher rates from predator–prey patches than from
prey-only patches?
We have provided a summary of clear, testable
theoretical predictions for empirical researchers on the
effects of habitat loss and fragmentation on predator–
prey interactions. Use of these predictions in future
empirical research will greatly increase the coherence of
empirical results. We encourage empirical researchers to
strengthen the theoretical basis of the research that they
conduct. Of equal importance, to bridge the gap
between theoretical and empirical work, theoretical
modeling papers need to provide summaries of clear
predictions that can readily be incorporated and tested
by empirical researchers.
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